NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS

RE: INCORRECT BILLING OF ANNUAL RETURNS

Companies and Intellectual Property Commission (CIPC) has been reviewing customer accounts. Based on the exercise, CIPC would like to inform customers that certain customer accounts will be debited to rectify incorrect billing of annual returns i.e. instances where a customer was charged less than the prescribed fee. The debits will take place on the 05th of December 2011.

A list of all affected enterprises is attached and customers are advised to make sure that there are sufficient funds in their accounts. If CIPC is unable to debit the relevant account due to insufficient funds, the filing of annual returns will be invalidated. Invalidated annual returns will have to be re-filed with CIPC. The invalidating of annual returns will impact on the status of the entity.

Kind regards

Astrid Ludin
Commissioner

Date: 18/11/2011